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The wind is Patagonia’s moving soul 
and photographer Eliseo Miciu is 

determined to capture it.
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Tierra del Viento (Land of the Wind) 
2017 
18:15 minutes 
United Kingdom 
Documentary (Short) 
HD 
2K Flat DCP and Quicktime 
1.78:1 (16x9) 
5.1 Surround and Stereo 
Spanish 
English, Spanish, Portuguese, French

a Wild River Films production 

Stills photography by Eliseo Miciu Nicolaevici 

Location Sound by Laura Belinky 

Original Soundtrack by Xunorus 

Directed by 
Laura Belinky

Cinematography by 
Theo Ribeiro

Produced and edited by 
Laura Belinky and Theo Ribeiro

Main Characters 
Eliseo Miciu Nicolaevici 
Alberto Martinez 
Violeta Folguera 
Georg Miciu Nicolaevici 
Guillermo Mendizabal





Synopsis 

Tierra del Viento takes us on a beautiful road trip with fine-art photographer Eliseo Miciu as he sets out 
to capture Patagonia’s moving soul. 

You drive and drive and wind is the constant. Wind defines the landscape, the lifestyle, the 
habits… Just about everything here.  

Eliseo’s breathtaking pictures transport us to a seemingly different time and space. We follow him as 
he challenges the wind, perches from dazzling heights on a Condor’s nest and crawls though 
windswept grasslands to catch a glimpse of elusive wild horses. 

Between the flurry of activity of the photo shoots he finds himself surrounded by the vast emptiness of 
Patagonia. Calm conversations fill the countless long hours spent driving and slowly reveal the artist’s 
bumpy road to pursuing his true vocation.





Director 

Laura Belinky is a documentary director and editor based in London. Born in São Paulo, 
Laura has worked as a journalist producing TV shows in Brazil. Having graduated from an 
MA in Screen Documentary at the University of London in 2013 she has been directing and 
editing nonfiction films ever since. 

Cinematographer 

Theo Ribeiro is an upcoming Director of Photography based in London, UK. 
Born in São Paulo, Brazil, where he had an accomplished stills photography career, Theo 
now works as a full time cinematographer in documentary and drama productions.





Eliseo Miciu 

Born in Uruguay, Eliseo Miciu grew up in the hills of Cordoba between the paint brushes of 
his grandfather, Konstantino, and the palette knives of his father, Georg. 

He devotes himself exclusively to fine art photography and has made more than 30 
exhibitions in Argentina, Uruguay, USA, France and Belgium.
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